
Raum Network Token Economics 

Raum Development Fund 

15%

Early Supporters 

10%

Founding Team 

15%

Airdrop 

5%

Staking Rewards 

40%

Public Allocation 

10%

Token Distribution (based on Max Supply)

Ecosystem Fund 

5%

Early supporters purchased the 
right to support the network via 
an agreement for future tokens 
upon network launch.

Token Lock Up Schedule 

Tokens awarded to Raum Network supporters in early (pre-public) rounds are not liquid upon launch. To ensure network security and stability, these tokens can be 
staked. All staked tokens will earn standard delegation rewards.

Prices vary based on time of 
investment. Lower prices are 
balanced with longer lock-
periods to ensure aligned 
network economics.

Allocations 
(Early Supporters + Public Allocation)

Token Price 
(1 RN) 

Delegation Rewards 
(Months Post Launch)

Round 1

5% of contribution Round 2 0.040 MATIC

10% of contribution0.029 MATIC

Round 3 0.067 MATIC No Incentive

* Price may vary at the time of launch

Ticker: 

      Standard: 

               Max Supply: 

              Total Supply: 

               Est. Network issuance: 

                 Initial Circular Supply: 

           Public Launch Allocation: 

                    Public Launch price:

RN 

ERC-20 

500,000,000 RN 

300,000,000 RN 

5.7%* 

250,000,000 RN 

50,000,000 RN 

$0.14 

Token Details

What is Raum Network

Raum Network, a web3.0 based Object Storage 
Solution for large enterprise and individual end-users. 
The contract is completely stored in blockchain, thus 
making it auditable and transparent for the end-users. 
Decentralisation also reduces the dependency on the 
third party, decreasing the risk of failure. Raum Network 
provides the extreme functionality of assigning roles as 
per the hierarchy. The complete roles mapping is 
managed on the basis of public address (what we call, 
Digital Signature). This means every enterprise can 
manage the roles (For example, read-only access or 
read-write access) as per the requirements.

Raum Network on Polygon

The Raum Network opted for Polygon as its inaugural 
project to launch on the platform. Polygon makes it 
easy to use the token for staking and delegation and is 
built to meet and develop the rigorous many standards 
such as zero-knowledge proof for network and tokens. 
Credentials utilised on Raum Network will be 
maintained or managed using zero-knowledge 
consensus.

Token Overview

The Raum Network token (RN) is a hybrid use token that 
represents the right to use in the network as a user, stake as 
a delegator, or access a share of its resources by renting 
Elastic storage node for some time as an end-user. Users 
pay RN tokens in a subscription-based model to rent these 
resources (storage, bandwidth) for a predetermined amount 
of time. Users can stake RN tokens into the network and 
then gain the right to run storage nodes and earn both fees 
and tokens via inflation. Every quarter, there will be a 
buyback of RN tokens and will be burnt to create a 
deflationary model to maintain network value and stability. 
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